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Memory and Music: Popular Pieces of the Oral Tradition 

 

Popular music has powerful cultural significance. Sounds, rhythms, and lyrics when combined can 

intensely express ways of understanding the environment, the society around us, and the roles that 

each member of a community holds. 

The children's repertoire, sometimes neglected both in its social context and in its musical 

interpretation, is an instrument for transmitting knowledge that strengthens thought structures that 

support boys and girls in forming their identity. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Fernando Álvarez de Sotomayor y Zaragoza. Village girls. Circa 1952, oil on cardboard, 37, 5 x 45 cm. Madrid, Prado National 

Museum, catalog no. P007996. Image available at the following link: <https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/nias-de-

aldea/3d213b0f-1129-4b0a-89ae-4341f2d5efe4?searchid=6dc8a430-d79c-280b-9a77-0ad76c396090>. 

 

Next, we will see two examples of the repertoire of popular songs compiled in Madrid. They are 

two pieces that complement each other, as they share the same typology. At the same time, they 

show two areas in which learning is focused ;the first centers on numerical learning and the second 

on learning about the natural environment. The chosen pieces, The Numbers and The Fly and the 

Blackberry, are children's songs that serve as rote learning. 

https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/nias-de-aldea/3d213b0f-1129-4b0a-89ae-4341f2d5efe4?searchid=6dc8a430-d79c-280b-9a77-0ad76c396090
https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/nias-de-aldea/3d213b0f-1129-4b0a-89ae-4341f2d5efe4?searchid=6dc8a430-d79c-280b-9a77-0ad76c396090
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Cumulative Songs: The Numbers. The Fly and the Blackberry 

A part of the children's repertoire includes cumulative songs. They encourage both musical and 

verbal memories in addition to the enjoyment of entertaining pieces. The two examples share a 

formative nature. The piece The Numbers presents a simple numerical sequence, while The Fly 

and the Blackberry presents a chain of relationships between elements of nature (water-fire, dog-

cat-mouse-spider, etc.) to understand the environment through music. These little pieces can be 

included in the group of movement-linked game songs (circle and skipping songs), but they can 

also be vocal performances without any specific body movements. 

Both have been gathered in a collection called Traditional Madrid. Anthology (volume 6), published 

in 1994 in San Sebastián de los Reyes (Madrid) by the Center for Traditional Studies of the 

Popular José Hierro University, through the company Several Records. In this collection, they 

disseminate field recordings, that is, compilations of phonographic materials. In their process, 

collectors investigate traditions by consulting those who remember popular stories, tales, and 

melodies. In this way, the so-called "intangible cultural heritage" is preserved. We consider lasting 

works—such as architectural constructions or things made of plastic—to be valuable, but they are 

not the only things that have value. In this way, memories from older times, therefore "immaterial", 

become a heritage, that is, something good for everyone. 

Through the recordings of musical pieces, it is possible to understand and disseminate the 

performances of participants whose memories dated fifty, sixty, or seventy years back. Their 

performances included memories about childhood songs and about the way and place in which 

they were performed. To complement these works, in the collection they usually include another, 

more elaborate or refined version than the version that was collected during field work. The 

recordings of those who share these pieces with us are very interesting, although their singing is 

not perfect. These pieces are gathered in the Community of Madrid (in the towns of Algete and 

Colmenar de Oreja, respectively), which indicates that they are well-known in those places, but 

they do not only belong to a small geographic repertoire. In fact, the song The Numbers can also 

be found in current Spanish-American recordings (as is the case with Luis Pescetti). By analyzing 

this, we can learn about the spreading and purpose of a popular song. 

 

 

Figure 2. José Jiménez Aranda. The Young Naturalists. 1893, oil on canvas, 48 5 x 62, 5 cm. Prado National Museum, Catalog no. 

P006618. Image available at the following link: <https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-young-

naturalists/321ea526-533d-45e3-bd28-607f192fad16>. 

 

https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-young-naturalists/321ea526-533d-45e3-bd28-607f192fad16
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/the-young-naturalists/321ea526-533d-45e3-bd28-607f192fad16
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The Numbers 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Image of a watch face. Available at the following link (public domain): 

<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Clocks#/media/File:Ios_clock.svg>. 

 

The piece The Numbers is a cumulative song. Simple in structure, it consists of two themes (A-B) 

that alternate and repeat, including a small variant (a renote as an insistent corda) as the elements 

accumulate in the singing of the song. The ABB’A form (which varies depending on the 

interpretation) contains small extensions of A in the cumulative repetitions. The narrow melodic 

scope, which does not exceed a sixth, facilitates the song’s performance. Its rhythmic pattern is 

regular, characteristic of cumulative songs, to help with memory and the enumeration of elements. 

At the end of the unit different references and versions are included, which allows for the possibility 

of knowing different interpretations. In these interpretations, you can see the changes that are 

typical of a piece that is learned orally and transmitted over time. 

With a simple theme, the song lists the times at which a girl gets up early. Thus, the numerical 

order is learned in a simple way, based on reiterating the succession of the hours, which 

accumulate like a string. 

The lyrics indicated below correspond to María Ángeles Alcobendas Prieto’s version; she 

performed (at 69 years old) this song from her childhood. 

After her performance, a choir of children’s voices carries out its version, which has both melodic 

and lyrical variations. Both are available at the following link in the Traditional Madrid collection: 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9ycfMrrMTs&list=OLAK5uy_lKO2tu8FwSO5poMs61GWwYy

y24LTFJfrc&index=23>. 

The first version is not complete. Not all of the lyrics in the song are included; you will only see the 

initial lines. The journey through the hours in this version only reaches number two. 

 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Clocks#/media/File:Ios_clock.svg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9ycfMrrMTs&list=OLAK5uy_lKO2tu8FwSO5poMs61GWwYyy24LTFJfrc&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9ycfMrrMTs&list=OLAK5uy_lKO2tu8FwSO5poMs61GWwYyy24LTFJfrc&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9ycfMrrMTs&list=OLAK5uy_lKO2tu8FwSO5poMs61GWwYyy24LTFJfrc&index=23
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It is as follows: 

Se levanta la niña a la una, 

Esa sí que la madrugada, 

Esa sí que la madrugada. 

Que ni una ni media ni nada, 

Esa sí que la madrugada, 

Esa sí que la madrugada. 

 

Se levanta la niña a las dos, 

Esa sí que la madrugada 

Esa sí que la madrugada. 

Que ni dos, ni una, ni media ni 

nada, 

Esa sí que la madrugada. 

Esa sí que la madrugada. 

 

Se levanta la niña a las tres… 

 

Example 1. Phrases in the text and numerical sequence. The song can be performed by interrupting the string of numbers when taken 

into account. 

 

 

Figure 4. Image edited at Canvas platform.  
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The piece can continue adding hours until those who sing decide to stop, always respecting the 

order of the enumeration. It is therefore simple, in this way, to memorize a succession of numbers 

in an ascending order when they first appear, and then a descending order in the succession of 

hours until reaching one again. 

Below, you can see the basic melody and some repetition. It shows you the repetition of melodic 

elements and the logic of the sequential text that helps listeners/singers memorize basic lyrics. 

These lyrics are intended for children who, by playing, can learn or remember basic information. 

 

 

Example 2. The Numbers (fragment, bars 1-30). 
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The Fly and the Blackberry 

 

The Fly and the Blackberry is a cumulative song that can be defined sequentially as a string-tale, 

since it narrates a relationship between the chain's elements found in nature and in the way of life. 

Thus, when a natural element, an animal, a person, or an object harms another, the outcome 

demonstrates its place in the chain. 

 

The order of characters is as follows: 

 

BLACKBERRY FLY SPIDER MOUSE CAT DOG 

STICK FIRE WATER OX KNIFE BLACKSMITH 

 

Example 3. The sequence of elements is interpreted in ascending order (blackberry, fly, spider, etc.) and then in descending order (... 

spider, fly, blackberry). 

 

The song could end with death as the last element, although there are variations of this piece 

which differ in the number and type of elements in the sung succession. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Miguel de Pre (attributed). Two bunches of grapes with a fly. 1630-1644, oil on canvas, 29 x 38 cm. Madrid, Prado National 

Museum, catalog no. P007905. Image available at the following link: <https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/two-

bunches-of-grapes-with-a-fly/028b8f1c-8c6a-4fc7-900d-fe0b2a9d70be>.. 

 

The piece is performed by Andrés Cámara and Felipe Toledo (both play the zambomba 

[hand/friction drum] and sing), Eugenio Fernández (plays the zambomba [hand/friction drum]), 

Miguel Oreja and Francisco Martínez (play the arrabel [scraper]), and Antonia Fernández and 

Mercedes Donoro (play the almirez [mortar] and sing).  

This song’s rhythmic pattern is regular, as in the previous piece, maintaining the sense of 

organization of the lyrics. The accompaniment provides an ostinato (two eighth notes-quarter note, 

https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/two-bunches-of-grapes-with-a-fly/028b8f1c-8c6a-4fc7-900d-fe0b2a9d70be
https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/two-bunches-of-grapes-with-a-fly/028b8f1c-8c6a-4fc7-900d-fe0b2a9d70be
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ending in sixteenth notes), that is, a constant repetition of rhythms, performed by popular 

instruments. 

 

 

Figure6 . Image of an almirez [mortar]. Available at the following link: <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Almirez.jpg>;  

Figure 7. Image of a zambomba [hand/friction drum]. Available at the following link: 

<https://sinalefa2.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/zambomba1.jpg>; Figure 8. Image of an arrabel [scraper]. Available at the following link: 

<https://web.archive.org/web/20090106025844/http://www.arrabel.net/instrumentos/arrabel/arrabel.htm>. 

 

This piece of music has an AB structure, with an extension centered on the key Sol-Do notes, 

although there are countless versions with different registers and tones. At the end of the unit there 

are different interpretations of the song available. The lyrics are as follows (not all of the lyrics in 

the song are included; you will only see the initial lines):  

 

Y estando la mora solita en su lugar 

Viene la mosca que le quiere hacer mal 

La mosca a la mora 

Y estando en su moradita solita y sola. 

 

Y estando la mosca solita en su lugar 

Viene la araña que le quiere hacer mal 

La araña a la mosca, la mosca a la mora 

Y estando en su moradita solita y sola. 

 

Y estando la araña solita en su lugar 

Viene el ratón que le quiere hacer mal 

El ratón a la araña, la araña a la mosca, la mosca a la mora 

Y estando en su moradita solita y sola. 

 

Y estando el ratón solito en su lugar… 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Almirez.jpg
https://sinalefa2.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/zambomba1.jpg
https://web.archive.org/web/20090106025844/http:/www.arrabel.net/instrumentos/arrabel/arrabel.htm
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Figure 9. Image of a wave effect in water. The water appears in the song as powerful in front of the fire, and, in turn, becomes a useful 

medium for the next element in the chain, the ox. Image available at the following link: 

<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Close-up_photographs_of_water#/media/File:Ripple_effect_on_water.jpg>, 

 

As we have indicated, The Fly and the Blackberry is a song known in diverse geographical areas, 

which results in varied versions in terms of the language used and the interpretation. Thus, Susana 

Weich-Shahak points out: 

 

As for current concordances, we can very well hear from the lips of a Sephardi born in Rodas, a 

cumulative song (Estábase la mora en su bel estar) very similar to another (Estando la mora solita 

en su lugar) that is sung today in Spain. 

 

Thus, popular songs cross borders and endure throughout time, with numerous modifications to 

their melodies, rhythms, and lyrics. This is a characteristic of the oral tradition of music, in which 

the message is transformed as it is passed from one person to the next. The musical notation, that 

is, the writing and recording of the pieces, allows us to retain the musical memory and to establish 

forms of interpretation that are specific to each time and place, since the music always changes 

from one performer to another. 

In turn, let’s look at the song Kuitada de la mora, whose morality alone is cited as a reference in 

relation to the Prologue of La Celestina: The Tragicomedy of Calixto and Melibea by Fernando de 

Rojas. In it, the series of links found in nature between different beings and elements is discussed, 

with a character very similar to the song discussed above. It indicates the following: 

 

For among animals, no genus is without war ... one species persecutes another. The lion to the wolf, 

the wolf to the goat, the dog to the hare and, if it didn't seem like post-fire advice, this account would 

come later.(Editorial CEC, 1999, p. 38) 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Close-up_photographs_of_water#/media/File:Ripple_effect_on_water.jpg
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Figure 10. Rafael Aguado Arnal. Haulage. 1930, oil on canvas, 150 x 205cm. Madrid, Prado National Museum. Image available at the 

following link:<https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/acarreo/e17d98e0-be3b-41c3-bb7d-

62467120625a?searchid=b8b5103d-a880-d8e4-6d47-0463c4edb65f>. 

 

Below you can see a version of the song with the basic melody and a piece of the cumulative 

sequence. In this score, the melodic reiteration that favors the series of related elements is evident. 

In this way, children learn about the existence of relationships in nature and the world around 

them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/acarreo/e17d98e0-be3b-41c3-bb7d-62467120625a?searchid=b8b5103d-a880-d8e4-6d47-0463c4edb65f
https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/acarreo/e17d98e0-be3b-41c3-bb7d-62467120625a?searchid=b8b5103d-a880-d8e4-6d47-0463c4edb65f
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Example 4. The fly and the blackberry (fragments: initial and succession of cumulative elements). 

 

The two vocal pieces have a monodic texture (that is, a melody performed by a solo player or by 

several people), although it is possible to use accompaniment. The Numbers can include body 

percussion (clapping). The accompaniment in The Fly and the Blackberry could be made up of 

popular instruments (zambomba [hand/friction drum], castanets, almirez [mortar],or arrabel 

[scraper], as well as everyday items such as spoons turned into percussion instruments or 

idiophones). They are, as we have seen, cumulative pieces, with The Fly and the Blackberry 

specifically being a string-tale. The Numbers and The Fly and the Blackberry are part of a 

children's repertoire and share similar functions. In both, the objective is entertainment and social 

cohesion paired with rote learning, although the former song teaches a basic mathematical 

relationship, while the latter teaches about relationships between elements. The per iodization is 

wide, without corresponding to a party or celebration of a particular year. 

Learning from the past through music that has been transmitted by people who learned these 

songs at a specific time and place is a wealth that must be preserved. The way that the two songs 

discussed above allow you to get a glimpse of what little pieces like these can teach us, as part of 

a repertoire powerful in number and artistic expression, is subtle but remarkable. What was sung, 

how they were interpreted, what their lyrics meant, what instruments (or everyday objects turned 

into instruments) were available to the person who sang, when and how they were heard, what 

direct meaning or insinuation could be perceived, how they managed to continue being sung in 

changing environments over time, or how they have been recorded as documents of what they 

were, what humor and lucidity their stories possess, and what memories they bring to those who 

share them with those who want to hear popular songs. All these elements are proof of the 

importance of knowing how music was made, and for this reason, of the importance of becoming a 

testimony of how people lived. 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Cecilio Pla y Gallardo. Two generations. 1901, oil on canvas, 163 x 233 cm., Madrid, Museo Nacional del Prado, catalog no. 

P006831.<https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/dos-generaciones/a3fc5070-c25a-4278-9777-

c14ec9d3f499?searchid=9ec541e8-9917-457a-2e7a-44510516ce03>. 

 

https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/dos-generaciones/a3fc5070-c25a-4278-9777-c14ec9d3f499?searchid=9ec541e8-9917-457a-2e7a-44510516ce03
https://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/obra-de-arte/dos-generaciones/a3fc5070-c25a-4278-9777-c14ec9d3f499?searchid=9ec541e8-9917-457a-2e7a-44510516ce03
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We have seen the way in which some people remember melodies from their childhood. You can 

ask yourself what your musical memories will be in fifty or sixty years, thinking of the time when 

you were perhaps six or seven years old, for example. Surely in your story there will be a song. 

Your memory will be part of the intangible heritage in this way. Do not forget! 
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